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In support of an upcoming battalion deployment, 2ndLt
Puller will be required to coordinate the embarkation, movement, tracking, reception, and logistical support for more than 1000
Marines and Sailors, 1200 weapons, 100 containers, 100 vehicles, and 50 pieces of heavy equipment. The upcoming deployment represents a complex logistical event, and 2ndLt Puller lacks the experience necessary to efficiently accomplish the task.
Captain Butler is neither trained nor experienced as a logistician, and he is unable to provide 2ndLt Puller with any significant level of guidance or direction. 2ndLt Puller's only source of additional guidance or direction is the Division Logistics Section (G-4). Despite his marked lack of experience, 2ndLt Puller is viewed by most members of the command as the battalion's subject matter expert (SME) for logistics.
2ndLt Puller, like many junior logistics officers has been placed in a tremendously difficult position. His assignment as the S-4A, combined with his lack of experience, will detract greatly from the battalion's ability to deploy effectively.
Colonel David Ottignon, former Commanding Officer, 2d
Combat Engineer Battalion, 2d Marine Division described the situation like this:
A newly minted Lieutenant assigned to the S-4 as his/her first assignment is not experienced to handle the multitude of responsibilities and therefore should be mentored and subordinate through the various functions of logistics and logistics planning. should be an 0402 Captain and the S-4A should be a 2ndLt
possessing the 1802 armor officer MOS.
Independent Battalions
The platoons and companies within the independent battalions frequently develop habitual supported/supporting relationships with the various infantry battalions and regiments within the Marine Division to whom they attach. However, the independent battalions are not subordinate to the infantry regiments. Expressed in strictly organizational terms, the
Reconnaissance Battalion (LAR), Reconnaissance Battalion, and Assault
Amphibian Battalion are referred to as the "independent battalions" within the Marine Divisions. Unlike the infantry battalions, these "independent battalions" lack a regimental headquarters.
independent battalions are subordinate to their respective Marine Divisions and lack a regimental level unit within their chains of command.
The lack of a regimental headquarters presents unique challenges to a young logistics officer. In the case of a junior officer assigned to the logistics section within an infantry battalion, additional guidance or assistance can be easily obtained from the regimental level logistics section. For an officer assigned to the independent battalions this guidance is only available from the Division Logistics Section (G-4). For many junior officers, the prospect of contacting a senior member of the G-4 staff can be intimidating and may serve as an additional obstacle toward accomplishing the mission.
Current Situation
Per their current T/O, the independent battalions rate an 0402 logistics officer with the rank of either 2ndLt or 1stLt to fill the following billets: Assistant Logistics Officer (S-4A),
Motor Transport Officer (MTO), and Maintenance Management
Officer (MMO). They rate a Captain possessing the unit's predominate MOS to serve as their battalion logistics officer.
Recommended Change
In each of the independent battalions, the billet of S-4
should be assigned to a Captain possessing the 0402 MOS. The billet of S-4A should be assigned to either a 2ndLt or 1stLt possessing the predominate MOS for that respective battalion.
Billet Description
The specific billet description for a battalion logistics 
Knowledge / Training
Logistics is often described as a combination of both science and art. Formal instruction and a tremendous amount of "on the job training" and experience are all essential for an individual officer to become an effective logistician.
Upon their arrival in the operating forces, all junior (2ndLt or 1stLt) logistics officers have received formal instruction as students at the Logistics Officer Course (LOC)
given at the Marine Corps Combat Service Support Schools (MCCSSS), but they lack the MOS experience necessary to serve effectively as the "de facto" subject matter expert for logistics within a battalion. Major Matthew Seay, a Faculty
Advisor at Expeditionary Warfare School, described his experience as an assistant logistics officer like this:
Expectation was that I was a SME (subject matter expert) from day one. Took six months of OJT (on the job training)
to figure out was important. Took another six months to figure out how to be effective.
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Existing Precedence
There is an existing precedence which supports assigning a 
